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I.

Visual identity

The visual identity of the HIRMEOS project has been developed by UGOE and approved by the
consortium. All items of the dissemination toolkit have been uploaded on Google Drive in the
following folder:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B5tFs6K6DRZ8eU9oQ2RIZUJCcGc.
In the folder the partners can find PDF files ready to be printed or disseminated online. Also
InDesign files have been made available to the partners who will so be able to customize the
products on their requirements. Above all, the posters should be adapted to different audiences. In
addition, it is important to update posters and flyers when particular developments of the project so
require.
The logo of the project is an idea of the designer Durim Azemi.
All the other items of the Dissemination toolkit, except for the newsletter, have been realized by the
designer Katja Töpfer.
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A.

Logo

A logo displaying project
acronym “HIRMEOS” in
different formats (eps, jpg,
web and print format, pdf,
png, svg)

A color scheme defining two primary colors:
primary color “blue” : 0/92/165, #005CA5
primary color ”yellow”: 249/157/62, # F99D3E

Blue

Color (printing)
CMYK 96/69/4/0
Color (web)
RGB
0/92/165
Corporate typeface

Yellow

Color (printing)
CMYK 0/45/85/0
Color (web)
RGB 249/157/6

NexaBold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*
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NexaLight
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*
s
Acknowledgement of EU Funding for HIRMEOS
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B. Template for Presentations
On PowerPoint presentations concerning the HIRMEOS Project must always appear the
HIRMEOS Logo, the OPERAS Logo and the EU-HORIZON Logo, like in the template here
presented and uploaded on Google Drive:
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C. Posters
Two different posters have been prepared, one with more textual information and another with a
slogan but less texts. The partner will use the kind of poster which suits best their specific needs.
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D. Flyers
Two slightly different flyers have been designed to promote the projects across different kinds of
stakeholders. The flyer with the slogan “Access is fundamental for notable scholarship” is
specifically intended to present the HIRMEOS project to scholars, academics or research
institutions. The flyer with the slogan “Shaping new way to open the book” is more generic and
intends to present HIRMEOS to different kind of stakeholders like libraries, publishers and policy
makers.
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1.

Flyer for Scholars and Academics
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2.

Flyer for Libraries, Publishers and other Institutions
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E.

Small Postcard (10 x 7 cm)

Because this small postcard does not contain information which will need to be updated at some
point, it represents a practical way to disseminate core ideas and contacts information of the
project for its entire duration.
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F.

Newsletter

The first issue of the HIRMEOS newsletter was uploaded on the Blog of the HIRMEOS website,
www.hirmeos.eu. → http://www.hirmeos.eu/2017/06/06/hirmeos-newsletter-nr-1-may-2017-is-out/
A shorter version of the newsletter has been sent to the stakeholders who have subscribed to our
mailing list or was disseminated through different social networks.

II.

Dissemination level

PU = Public
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